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Introduction / On representation in architecture

The graduation project entitled 'Identity: on representation in architecture' aims to 

design a public building under a research with specific topic. 

In this report, the theoretical part focuses on the study of how vernacular architecture 

inspires architects'design work to get the acceptability of local people. The vernacular 

architecture has long been excluded from the mainstream architecture discourse. It is 

because the studies so far on vernacular architecture usually focus on its technical 

aspect showing underdevelopment and poverty. However, vernacular holds a laudable 

position in culture identification and cultural sustainability. Vernacular architecture is 

intimately related to local tradition and identity. It is a reflective representation of 

the indigenous lifestyle and aesthetic orientation. What’s more, vernacular architecture 

has its natural advantages to gain the sense of identity and cultura acceptance from 

local people, which is often neglected in contemporary architecture design. The study 

aims to raise the concern about both theoretical and practical importance of vernacular 

architecture and its contemporary application and to find ways to use the vernacular 

factors as a source of modern architecture. Therefore, some principles were generalized by 

literature review and case study and these principles were applied in the design process. 

The third chapter is the analysis of the selected location ---- Istanbul, where vernacular1. What Women Wear in Turkey, from Turkey 

travel planner website
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architecture has interesting and distinct features formed by its special geographical, 

historical and cultural characteristics. The site is located at Cibali District in Fatih 

Municipality, in which a lot of turkish timber houses urgently need preservation and a 

very conservative Muslim community is living. Nowadays, Turkey society is modern and 

secular and women are in law able to have equal status as men. But in some relatively 

conservative areas(Cibali district, for example), female seems still subservient to male in 

some way. People here are more likely to keep their muslim traditon that women casual 

dress is rare and burka(black full-body covering, with veil)
1
 is necessary. The different 

status of women in Cibali is one of the features of Cibali identity(It is not to say it 

is 'good' or 'bad', but it is indeed a part of the identity of this area). And during the 

excursion, I found that women here seldom has social activities and connection as men 

do because of the islamic tradition. Play rooms and salons are everywhere but are only 

accessible for men. Therefore it is the motivation for M4 programme ----a Women Library:  
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to provide a opportunity for local women to have social interaction and knowledge 

broadened. The library give them full privacy protection and 'no-male' environment so 

that it is not against the local tradation. Therefore the goal of the design focuses on 

contribution to the society and better life of people instead of chanllenging the islamic 

tradiontion here. Besides that, physical geography and anthropological morphology study 

of Cibali area as well as previous  research of local vernacular done by famous architects 

are explored in this chapter.

In the chapter 4 design process, the principles generated in theoretical part is applied. 

The design methods ---mainly focus on how the building translate the features of 

vernacular timber house and how the building protect the women's privacy, are explained 

in this chapter.
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fig. 1: Women in Cibali district, 

always dressed in burka.
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M3 research
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M3 research / Motivation of subject choice

Nowadays, increasing numbers of architects are working out of their own countries. 

The architecture in developed regions such as China, Turkey and African countries, 

is experiencing under successive waves of Western cultural influence, and the 

architecture and urban features in these countries are changing by the cross-

cultural trends. Therefore, the question of how architecture designed by foreign 

architects adapt to the indigenous context, is raised and debated in many thesis. 

For example, there are considerable numbers of controversies till now over the National 

Centre for the Performing Arts of China designed by Paul Andreu. Located inside the 

scope of ancient Beijing city where is occupied by vernacular buildings: Siheyuan
2
, 

the modern-look hemispheric glassy building seems to stand against the traditional 

context. Although the NCPA succeeds in many aspects (e.g. excellent echo effect, spatial 

organization and monumental image), it fails in obtaining acceptability of local people, 

which leads to the paradoxical situation that, up till now the NCPA stands like an 

emblematic building but at the same time is considered by local people as a ‘strange 

invader’. The foreign architects were accused of not understanding local culture and 

needs, but ignoring the problem of low local acceptability and using China as a playground 

for their experiential ideas.
3 
The example shows what will happen if architect skip the 

process of local context study if the building is located in such a special vernacular area.

2. Siheyuan: Quadrangular Courtyard, a historical 

type of residence in northern China, most famously 

in Beijing.

3. Dubrau, 2008, p.14.

4. Hough, 1990.
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Therefore, in order to give my own representation of identity in such a context, the M3 

research concentrated on vernacular architecture. And my M3 research aims to show 

how architecture designed by non-native architects who have totally different culture 

backgrounds can gain the acceptance from local people by learning the valuable lessons 

from vernacular architecture. 

In 1964, the exhibition Architecture without Architects, organized by Bernard Rudofsky, 

was held at the New York Museum of Modern Art (MOMA) and at the same year, the book 

entitled the same name was published. In fact, the real values of the exhibition and the 

book lies in elevating the vernacular architecture all around the world to the ‘category 

of beaux-arts’.

In the book Out of space, Michal Hough stated that the wide variety of built forms of 

different cultures, or vernacular architecture, are the consequence of multifactors 

(such as climate, geography, economies, technologies, inherited skills, social and family 

structures, belief systems and symbolism) modifying and imposing the needs of people’ 
4
. 

And Oliver Paul said that:

'People who build their own dwellings invest them with something of their own 

fig. 2 : National Centre for the 

Performing Arts of China, in Beijing.

f ig .  3 ;  The traditional Bei j ing 

Quadrangular Courtyard nearby the 

NCPA.
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personalities; societies that have developed traditional forms of vernacular 

architecture see their buildings as the focus of their unique social, ritual and 

spiritual life’.
5

It pointed out the question which has been long neglected that the forms of the non-

pedigree architecture are created and identified by people living there. On one hand, 

culture differences of human beings are the main factors which help differentiate 

vernacular buildings from each other. It is people’s specific needs of their respective ways 

of life that shape the unique form of their particular vernacular architecture. On the 

other hand, vernacular architecture is intimately related to local tradition and cultural 

identity. 

However, the studies so far on vernacular architecture usually focus on the technical 

aspect, which leads to the consequence that vernacular traditions are seen to be a state 

of decline, an association with the ‘backward past’, underdevelopment and poverty
6
, and 

the culture sustainability that vernacular architecture concerned is often neglected. 

Actually, the vernacular architecture is identified as being able to sustain cultural 

identity. Vernacular architecture holds a ‘laudable position as a tool for skill transfer, 

apprenticeship, community participation and improved sustainability’ 
7
.

5. Oliver, 2006, p. 15-1

6. Asquith, 2006; Oliver, 1997, xxii.

7. Steenkamp & Whitfield, 2011.
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Research about vernacular architecture constitutes a part of the anthropological research. 

Interestingly, based on the analysis of the typology, spacial organization, materials and 

other aspects of vernacular buildings, one has the potential to reveal the motivations, 

thoughts and actions behind the choices without even visiting the locations. Furthermore, 

indigenous people gain the sense of identity and cultural acceptance from vernacular 

architecture, which is essential in the contemporary design work which is highly 

influenced by modernization and globalization.
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It is necessary to raise the concern about the theoretical and practical importance of 

vernacular architecture and make people rethink about its contemporary representation. 

Guiding the future design work of non-native architects to be accepted by local people in 

the globalized context is the main task.

It is therefore essential to define vernacular architecture and people’s perception, 

and identify the ingredients of vernacular architecture that contribute to people’s 

understanding and acceptability. It is argued that the vernacular architecture features 

can be applied in architecture with non-native features to improve people’s acceptability. 

To illustrate the argument, two cases, the Angdong Hospital in China and the Muyinga 

Library in Brundi, were analized. By comparing the opposite responses from people in the 

two cases, conclusions on factors to improve acceptability are discussed. 

As a matter of fact, vernacular architecture has the most widespread built forms 

all around the world. According to survey
7
, there are at least ninety percent of the 

worldwide buildings are vernacular. Indeed, most of the people are likely raised in 

vernacular architecture, given that vernacular buildings usually remind people of their 

cultural related lives. Vernacular architecture is the physical form translated from 

common people’s needs and desires. While the pedigree architecture
8
 express the identity

M3 research / Perception of vernacular architecture

7. Retrived from International Studies of 

Vernacular Architecture of Oxford Brookes 

University.

8. Bernard Rudofsky, 1964.

9. Knight, 1818.
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of the elite in an outward and  formal manifestation way, the vernacular architecture 

has a much closer relationship with the representation of the cultural identity of the 

majority people. Besides that, the pedigree architecture is in the hierarchic environmental 

system which is formed by vernacular matrix. Without relations and reactions to 

the vernacular context, the pedigree architecture will become incomprehensible and 

unacceptable. And it is vernacular architecture that build the stages settings for people’s 

everyday life. 

It is therefore important to understand how vernacular architecture is related to people’s 

acceptance and what features of vernacular architecture contribute.

Although it only raised interest in relatively recent years, the term ‘vernacular 

architecture’ was first explicitly used as early as 1818
9
. And later on vernacular 

architecture drew the attentions and praised by famous architects such as Adolf Loos, 

Frank Lloyd Wright, and Le Corbusier . To date, vernacular architecture has been defined 

by many authors and architects. Five of the most important definitions by historians or 

authors will be compared and discussed.

In 1997, Paul Oliver gave a description about the context of vernacular architecture,
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which made the interest of it reach a milestone. In this description, Paul Oliver clearly 

pointed out that the general public acceptance of the built form is the vital aspect of 

vernacular architecture. It is:

‘Within the context of vernacular architecture it embraces what is known and what 

is inherited about the dwelling, building, or settlement. It includes the collective 

wisdom and experience of a society, and the norms that have become accepted by the 

group as being appropriate to its built environment.’  
10

Another famous author who is the expert in vernacular architecture, talked less about 

the aesthetic aspect but emphasized the environmental, technical and social contexts 

where vernacular buildings are built in. In the book House Form and Culture , Amos 

translated the vernacular architecture into folk architecture.

‘The folk(vernacular) tradition is the direct and unselfconscious translation into 

physical form of a culture, its needs and values –  as well as the desires, dreams, 

and passions of a people. It is the world view writ small, the “ideal” environment 

of a people expressed in buildings and settlements, with no designer, artist, or 

architect with an axe to grind (although to what extent the extent the designer is 

10. Oliver, 1997, p.ii.

11. Rapoport, 1969, p.2.

12 Porter, 2004, p.203.
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really a form giver is a moot point). The folk tradition is much more closely related 

to the culture of the majority and life as it is really lived than is the grand design 

tradition.’ 
11

In Archispeak: An Illustrated Guide to Architectural Terms , Tom Porter , the senior 

lecturer of Oxford University, defined vernacular architecture as follows:

‘Vernacular…, while its use in architecture is concerned with every day, ordinary 

buildings rather than their monumental counterparts. Vernacular describes a 

traditional language of building, usually of unknown authorship, constructed from 

local materials to suit their native setting, indigenous climate, and specific local 

needs.’ 
12

Then in the book Built to Meet Needs: Cultural Issues in Vernacular Architecture , Paul 

Oliver affirmed the definition of vernacular architecture that:

‘Vernacular architecture comprises the dwellings and all other buildings of the 

people. Related to their environmental con-texts and available resources, they are 

customarily owner- or community- built, utilizing traditional technologies. All forms 
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13. Oliver, 2006, p.i.3.

14. Allsopp, 1977, p.8.

15. Oliver, 2006, p.i.3.

of vernacular architecture are built to meet specific needs, accommodating the 

values, economies and ways of living of the cultures that produce them.’ 
13

Bruce Allsopp , in his book A Modern Theory of Architecture , proposed a definition of 

vernacular architecture that refers to people’s attitudes:

‘Vernacular architecture is congenial to people and sympathetic to environment.’  
14

Having talked about the opinions of several authors, it is now necessary to juxtapose all 

the definitions in order to derive a set of factors of vernacular architecture. It seems 

that there are some common factors derived from the definitions that are agreed with 

though the emphasis may vary. And the most agreed factors are listed as follows:

•Forms that represent specific needs and desires of people

•Forms that reflect local climate, materials, landscape, economy and technologies

•Forms that reply to the values and way of life of certain culture (people).

These determined characteristics also imply the factors that differ one type of 

vernacular architecture from the others.
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Theoretically speaking, forms of vernacular architecture all over the world are diverse 

because of different social, economic, ethnic, etc. situations. However, sometimes the 

differences are so small because of considerable commonalities of the conditions; sometimes 

two vernacular forms are easily-distinguished due to a few influential factors although 

they have many commonalities. For example, the architecture forms of Lingnan culture and 

Hakka culture are both located in the pearl river delta area in South China. The climate 

and geographical situations are almost the same, but the difference of building features 

are clearly distinct . It is therefore necessary to derive the ingredients of vernacular 

architecture in order to make the analysis possible.

According to Paul Oliver, the ingredients of vernacular architecture
15
 can be derived as 

follows:

•Materials and building techniques

•Structure, shape and volume

•Response to landscape and climate

•Spatial organization

•Ornamentation

•The meanings that the buildings carry

fig. 4: Lingnan style buildings (above) 

and Hakka style Tulou (below).
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These ingredients can be used to analyze vernacular architecture as well as the 

vernacular elements of contemporary architecture. In retrospect, Lingnan culture and 

Hakka culture developed their own vernacular building forms which use the same local 

materials and respond to the same natural conditions. It is the distinct status and roles 

of two groups of people and the specific functions of the building that dominate the built 

form. The Hakka community has a separate identity from Lingnan because Hakka people are 

the migration group that they originally built the Tulou which is based on defense and 

inward communal living.

It is pointed that the consciousness of vernacular architecture is not only a social and 

intellectual discourse but moreover psychological
16
. Based on the first section of the 

study on definitions, it is evident that vernacular architecture is intimately related to 

people and is the physical translation from their own needs, values and ways of life. 

Since the average members of the group are their own designers for the vernacular 
architecture, they understand their own requirements perfectly and build the house that 

meet their needs. The social behavior of imitation and conformity
17
 within a cultural 

group that make one form of vernacular architecture represent the collective identity of 

the society. And societies that have created their own forms of vernacular architecture 

16. Oliver, 1997.

17. Bosman & Whitfield, 2014.

18. Oliver, 1997.

19. Rapoport, 1969.

20. Wharf wall: A traditional style of gable which 

is very common in Sourth China.
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consider their buildings as the representations of their people’s desires. Therefore, the 

vernacular architecture promotes a psychological sense of belonging for people.

Vernacular architecture is always treated the same with ‘orthodox’ building. In fact, 

orthodox building in itself is not sustained
18
. On the contrary, vernacular architecture is 

a renewing and revitalizing process. The form of vernacular architecture implies a models 

which is adjusted and modified with more individual variability and differentiation than 

in primitive buildings. The models are gradually modified and adjusted until they satisfies 

the users’ demands and gain their acceptance
19
. And the variables of the model are also 

the ingredients that are made of vernacular building forms. 

Consequently, the existing forms of vernacular architecture are of generations of people’s 

selections. Vernacular architecture gives people the psychological sense of cultural 

belonging; on the other way round, people naturally accept this certain building form. This 

certain building form is usually taken for granted by people living there, who response 

sensitively to the distinctions, though it is not easily recognizable by people with 

different background. For example, the vernacular dwellings in Jiangxi Province and Anhui 

Province all belong to Gan Style and are famous for the form of Wharf wall
20
 . Anyway, 

people living there can easily distinguish these two kinds of vernacular dwellings by the

fig. 5; Wharf wall.
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different materials utilizations.

However, vernacular tradition is usually considered as a state of ‘backward’ and out 

of step with the times. When applied in place where local people favor more modern 

and international forms with high technologies, it will lose the sense of acceptance for 

people
21
.

Up to now, the word ‘people’ have been used several times to refer to the subject who 

perceive the vernacular architecture. Now the question is that who the people really are. 

In this paper, the group that come up first is obviously the people who living and working 

the in vernacular buildings. They are the so-called Local People. Local people are the 

main characters whose attitudes towards the buildings are valued by researchers. And 

accepta-bility of local people is also the main object of the study.

The other group of people referred to in the paper is the tourist. Tourists are the 

people who escape from their familiar surroundings of families and business and visit 

the unknown vernacular architecture for a period of time. It is interesting to study the 

perception of tourists because in the globalization context, the flow of people has become 

an inevitable tendency that buildings are not only judge by local people but people from

21 Oliver, 2003.

22. Oliver, 1997, p.i.1.

23. Fathy, 1986.
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outside. And actually, the architects from different cultural background also belong to 

the tourists group because they have the same perspective to inspect and judge others’ 

vernacular culture and reflect in their own designs.

As we have discussed, acceptance by local people is one of the characteristics of 

vernacular architecture. Nowadays, a lot of architects working outside their own 

countries are trying to recreate the qualities of vernacular architecture in order to gain 

the same psychological response from people see or live in the buildings. The architects 

are therefore in a unique and important position to reveal the great work of unknown 

craftsmen and anonymous builders of generations past
22
. It should not be slavishly 

imitating vernacular work but thinking about representation and reinterpretation in 

contemporary way. The significance lies in not only rescuing the disappearing vernacular 

tradition but also reviving people’s faith in their own culture
23
.

In the next section, cases will be studied to explore how vernacular-inspired contemporary 

architecture can gain acceptance from people.

fig. 6; Different representations of 

Gan style: Jiangxi (above) and Anhui 

(below).
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M3 research / Case study

24. Designed by BC Architects, completed in 2012, 

in Muyinga, Burundi.

25. Designed by Rural Urban Framework, completed 

in 2011, in Baojing, Xiangxi, Hunan, China.

Now, the question would be how to represent vernacular in practical application 

and contribute to people’s acceptability. In order to find the relations of vernacular 

ingredients and people’s attitudes, two contemporary public buildings insipired by 

vernacular architecture that obtained two different responses from local people will 

be discussed according to the analysis principles summarized in literature review. The 

positive acceptability will be discussed on the basis of the analysis of Muyinga library
24
 

in Burundi, Africa, after which the analysis of Angdong hospital
25 

will show the negative 

response towards modified-vernacular design.

fig. 7; Library of Muyinga.

fig. 8; Hallway porch.

fig. 9; Angdong Hospital.

fig. 10; The permeable facade.
7

9

8

10
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Library of Muyinga 

VERNACULAR CONTEXT

The city Muyinga is located in northern Burundi, Africa and is the capital of Province 

Muyinga. The local vernacular buildings are traditional made of local red earth and in 

small volumes. And the roofs are usually extended for the purpose of protecting rain and 

sun. Highly inspired by the local vernacular architecture, the design of the new library 

in Muyinga was based on a two-month thorough study in the region and surrounding 

provinces about the local social needs, materials, techniques and building typologies.

MATERIALS AND BUILDING TECHNIQUES

A thorough local materials research was carried out during the design process. The 

compressed earth bricks (CEB), eucalyptus wood, baked tiles
26
, earth plaster, bamboo and 

sisal rope are finally selected as the materials considering the challenge of limited 

resources in local. For example, the CEB is an common material used locally because the 

local people are expert in producing CEB with the locally invented machine.

STRUCTURE, SHAPE AND VOLUME

The material choose results in its form and structural logic. The locally produced roof 

tiles are much more heavy than steel sheets which are actually too expensive for local. 

Therefore, the closely spaced columns at 1m30 intervals are applied to form the structure 
26. Baked tiles: made of Nyamaso valley clay, 

which is a kind of clay usually used in the region.

fig. 11; Vernacular architecture in 

Muyinga region.
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system. It is inspired by the local structure of buttresses supporting high walls.

SPATIAL ORGANIZATION

The library is organized along a longitudinal covered circulation space and begin with a 

‘hallway porch’. The hallway porch is oversized to emphasize this space which is derived 

from vernacular Burundi building. The porch space has both practical and social function 

that on one hand it provides a shelter in case of heavy rain and harsh sunlight; on the 

other hand it serves as a meeting point for local people to encounter, rest and converse. 

The street side of the library is double room high and consists of a wooden sitting corner 

on the ground and a mezzanine: a hammock made of sisal rope. This is a special reading 

space for children.

RESPONSE TO LANDSCAPE AND CLIMATE

An indispensable element in Burundian culture is the demarcation of property lines. In 

the design, a compound wall took the function of retaining and facilitates the terracing of 

the slope. The high interior brings benefit to the continuous cross-ventilation against the humid 

and hot climate. 

fig. 12; Plan of the library.
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ORNAMENTATION

The material Compressed Earth Blocks (CEB) has its quality to make the rhythm of the 

walls. The perforated masonry not only benefit the ventilation but has the aesthetic 

ORNAMENTATION

The material Compressed Earth Blocks (CEB) has its quality to make the rhythm of the 

walls. The perforated masonry not only benefit the ventilation but has the aesthetic 

quality. Furthermore, by observing, the holes in the walls can be considered as the 

abstract representation of the African pattern.

THE MEANINGS THAT THE BUILDINGS CARRY

In fact, the project is the first library of Muyinga, and a part of the future extension into 

a school for deaf children. The project also bring social benefits to Burundian culture. 

The new library takes the responsibility of social function which creates the possibility 

to make the deaf children, who are usually excluded from education in a very informal 

Burundi culture, belong to the community. Knowledge transfer is also embedded in the 

construction process such as the CEB production and sisal rope weaving technique.

fig. 13; Section and the hammock.

fig. 14; The demarcation of property 

lines:low on the school side and high 

on the street side. Thus, the view 

towards the valley is uncompromised, 

while safety from the street side is 

guaranteed.
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fig. 15; The preforated wall and 

Africa pattern.

After the library was finished, people had very positive response towards the building. It 

is not only because the local techniques and materials utilization but also it is a project 

with community participation and society contributions. The community participation 

lies in both cooperation with local workforces and co-work with local and international 

students and young architects. This international dialogue and cooperation provide the 

opportunity of understanding and acceptance between local people and ‘tourists’. Thus, the 

building create the sense of belonging from both local people and ‘tourists’.

fig. 16; Local labor and knowledge 

transfer.
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fig. 17; Children corner.

fig. 18; Interior effect.17 18
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The design of the second project that will be discussed, the charitable Angdong Hospital, 

is on the contrary, did not receive a satisfactory response from local people.

VERNACULAR CONTEXT

The building is located in Baojing county in Hunan Province, China. The local vernacular 

architecture belongs to the typical Xiangxi style. The buildings are in relatively small 

volumes and with pitched roofs.

MATERIALS AND BUILDING TECHNIQUES

Materials selection is also an important session in the design process. Local traditional 

bricks are used to form the exterior façade and some of the bricks are recycled from 

local demolished buildings. The inner façade of the building is formed by custom designed 

concrete screen blocks which are cast in a flexible latex mold and has a smoothly and 

gently changing quality.

STRUCTURE, SHAPE AND VOLUME

The new building occupies 1450 square meters and roughly fifteen meters high, which 

looks very dominant within the local vernacular context. Also the irregular shape of the 

building is strange to local buildings.

Angdong hospital

fig. 19; Angdong hospital(above) and 

vernacular architecture in Baojing 

county(below).

fig. 20; The smoothly and gently 

changing quality of the inner facade.
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SPATIAL ORGANIZATION

The hospital design begins with a simple strategy to solve the prob-lem of not affording 

elevator by making a continuous ramp access to all floors till the roof terrace. And a 

large courtyard was created for outdoor waiting area and public meeting space. The 

architects intended to reintroduce the hospital as a publicly-friendly facility that become 

a social place where local people encountering, resting, waiting and communicating.

RESPONSE TO LANDSCAPE AND CLIMATE

All the facades are perforated as a functional solution to natural cross-ventilation 

in order to work within the hot and humid climate all year around. Therefore, air 

conditioner is not needed in it.

ORNAMENTATION

The building is seldom ornamented because of the low budget. There is even no elevator 

and air conditioner inside the building.

fig. 21; Custom designed concrete 

screen blocks.

fig. 22; Inner courtyard.
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THE MEANINGS THAT THE BUILDINGS CARRY

The building tried to learn something from local vernacular architecture and be 

compatible to the local context. Unfortunately, the result seems not satisfactory 

enough. Although a large inner courtyard was designed to attract local people, 

few people chose to come here. Meanwhile, the geometrical shape and large 

volume of the building seems disharmonious in the vernacular context. According 

to several interviews and surveys
27
 about the building, an interesting paradox 

occurred that on one hand local people regard the new building as an outsider

because its shape and volume; on the other hand, the vernacular elements are recognizable 

but regarded as signs of backward and poor medical condition.

Another reason of the bad acceptability is the lack of research on local social behaviors. 

The local people in Angdong county tend to meet in open space instead of the inner 

courtyard which has the sense of enclosure because in the hot and humind climate, 

circulate air is much prefered. Furthermore, local people have limited opportunity 

of participation in the design process because the concrete production process is 

completed in workshop and totally different from the local way of producing concrete. 

27. Survey from Q Daily, 2009, 11.
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fig. 23; Angdong Hospital.
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M3 research / Conclusive thoughts

When comparing the two tasks of architecture we can easily find some commonalities 

and differences of the way that the architects taking advantages of vernacular 

architecture in order to gain local acceptance. Local materials, structure and climate-

response techniques are the initial and easiest way for architects to emulate when 

designing contemporary architecture. Yet it is too superficial to get sympathy 

from people. Without thinking the reason behind the local materials selection, the 

argument that local materials will be preferred and are more accepted in general 

is lame. The two discussed buildings both make reference to local ways of building 

and the difference is that the initial library make use of the local materials and 

techniques to represent their culture and way of life (such as living, working, learning 

and   communicating) while the secondly discussed hospital ignored this important 

issues. Thus it results two opposite attitudes of people towards the two buildings.

The answer to the research question that was formulated in the introduction, will 

focus on the conditions of vernacular application. As a result, when aiming for gaining 

people’s acceptance, considering and trying to solve the social problems will be highly 

recommended. Another key factor would be considering the attitudes of local people 

towards vernacular tradition. The function of the initial project (library) stands for 

knowledge transfer and dissemination which are related to cultural congenial feeling. 
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On the contrary, the second case is more likely expected to have a more modern look 

implying advanced medical technology. It is wise to avoid representing the link between 

vernacular and the outdated past and poverty, and apply vernacular features in buildings 

functions which focus on revealing the appealing sense of cultural identity , for both local 

people and tourists.
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Research of Istanbul
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Based on M3 research, it seems that the modified-vernacular architecture is more 

compatible in relatively more rural areas. But it does not mean that modified vernacular 

architecture is incongruous with urban context and inacceptable by people. As has 

discussed in the the defining section, the vernacular architecture is the built form 

which keep constantly and gradually evolving over time. Vernacular architecture is not 

strictly bound to rural area, but is common in many metropolis in developing countries, 

such as Istanbul and Beijing, where many vernacular buildings are still used by common 

people. Therefore, Istanbul is the location which is closely relavant to the subject. In 

M4 design part, Istanbul was selected as the location and a previous research was did to 

figure out the features of local vernacular and the identity represented in architecture. 

In fact, famous architect Sedad Hakki Eldem had already explored the traditional turkish 

timber houses and it also inspired him of the design work of modern architecture. The 

this research is mainly based on Eldem and his follower's both theory and practical work. 

After studying the general situation of Turkish vernacular architecture, the research 

zoomed in to identify the Cibali District where the M4 design will be built.

28. Finkel, A., Turkish Cultural Foundation.
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Choice of location

Istanbul is one of the most important cities in the world. 

It has an extremely long history and was famous since 

660BC when it was called Byzantium. The critical and unique 

location makes it possible for the integration of different 

cultures, including Christian, Islamic and Africa, which makes 

multiculturalism as its unique identity, happens in Istanbul. 

The three continents devided by Bosphorus strait of Istanbul 

are in very different situations for different people and 

empires have previously ruled the city and architecture 

forms while it is mostly famous for Byzantine and Ottoman 

architecture. Although the iconic and monumental religious 

buildings are mainly built in stone, marble and brick, the 

modest vernacular houses, especially in Fatih municipality, 

accoiciate with the other kind of material— wood. The 

history of turkish timber houses is dating back to the old 

Ottoman Empire, The wooden house, at that time, considerably 

meet the aesthetic of people, and more importantly, was a 

safer and more environmental sensitive structure in a country 

where earthquakes took place a lot
28
.

Asia

Istanbul
Europe

fig. 24; The location of Istanbul.

fig. 25; The three continents of Istanbul.

Üsküdar
Fatih

Beyoğlu 
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However, Istanbul is losing its identity because of modernity and globalization. During our 

excursion to Istanbul, we found that the buildings in the new city centre Levent seems to 

have no connection with the old city. Compared to the old Byzantine and Ottoman style 

architecture in the old city, the skyscrapers and comtemporary appartments are more 

like 'modern industrial products' without any Byzantine and Ottoman features. Moreover, 

as the development of the city, there are a great demand of dwellings here because of the 

large population and immigration. The new buildings built recently inside the scope of old 

city are also highly influenced by the modernity and are also losing identity. 

And at the same time, the number of vernacular architecture is also declining. Actually 

the turkish timber houses from Ottoman period have a great cultural and historical value. 

The government made effort to protect and restore this cultural heritage. But still a 

large number of timber houses are being abandoned and even demolished. Some vernacular 

houses under poor condition are still using as asylum by refugees and irregular migration. 

Therefore, it is clear that there is a huge gap between poor and rich and the education 

levels of people here differ a lot as well.  A part of the timber houses are preserved 

by government or individual but most of them are transferred to commercial use(retail 

stores, restaurant, ect.), especially the ground floor, in the tourism area. And this kind of 

buildings can express a sense of cultural identity of old Istanbul city.

fig. 26; The new city centre: Levent.

fig .  27 ;  The abandoned turkish 

dwelling.

fig. 28; Groundfloor turned into 

retail stores.
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Having talked about the current situation of Istanbul, the 

'losing identity' is mentioned many times, but this could also 

be regarded as its identity. So it is argued that the 'timber 

houses' is just a good example of express the identity of 

Istanbul but not to represent for such a complex metropolis. 

As Selva Gurdogan, the architect in Superpool, said that, "You 

cannot imagine a 'Turkish Guy' just standing there and behave 

what you think he should do. Probably he was living in two 

hundred years ago." Therefore, the goal of my M4 design is 

not to represent the identity of the whole city by learning 

something from turkish timber houses, but try to find the 

identity of the area around the site where by studying the 

vernacular architecture there.

During the excursion, we also have talked with some local 

Istanbul citizens, which helps us a lot to know the city 

better. Saldiran Ozmen, the Turkish artist, think cyan 

represents most the Turkish culture. And this color could 

be found in many places, for example the patterns in wall 

and ornamentation in mosques.

fig. 29; Cyan pattern in Istanbul dwelling and monumental 

architecture.
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'The aspect I give importance to is that the traditional Turkish house appears to 

be surprisingly close to today’s modern house conceptions. I had already pointed 

out its well lightedness and the abundance of windows. The freedom in the plan, 

the importance given to the comfort over appearance, the loyalty to the material 

requirements, the close connection of the garden and the courtyard, or the nature 

and the interior, by way of the abundant number of porches (hayat)… Are these 

not the qualities we seek for in modern houses? We find all of them in traditional 

Turkish house.' 

——Eldem, 1983:19
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The research is based on the study by examining the architectural attitudes and practices 

of Sedad Hakki Eldem, who was a Turkish architect, in the late 1930s. The basic argument 

is: National architecture --traditional precedents are already modern in the simplicity, 

rationality and functionality of their designs (Sedad Hakki Eldem) His theory and 

practices were chosen because his study not only focus on turkish timber houses, but tried 

to appropriate the turkish house as the source for modern and national architecture. 

He basicly thought to generate a 'turkish style' by considering the context and deny the 

ínternational style applied everywhere'. His practical work 

In Eldem's practices for 'Tradition as Modern', the application of the timber frame of 

“Ottoman/ Turkish house” in northern and western Anatolia and the Balkans (for example: 

Istanbul) is common. Eldem’s typological matrix of the “Turkish House” is based on 

configuration and modern translation of the “sofa” (the hall); modular windows, garden/

courtyard and façade articulation reflecting the plan; the continuity of a rational 

tradition for 400 years. 

In this chapter, the basic design concept of turkish timber houses will be discussed. And 

two of Eldem desgin work: Zeyrek Social Security Complex and Istanbul University Faculty 

of Science and Literature will be briefly introduced.

Study on local vernacular

Sedad Hakki Eldem, 

1908, Istanbul - 1988, Istanbul.
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The main concept of Turkish House is highly influenced by Islamic factors. Although the 

forms of houses in different regions are various bacause of regional specialties, some 

fundamental principles can still be found. And based on the findings of Hacihasanoglu in 

1995, some rules which are important for M4 design are summerized below
29
.

1. Family Structure

•It is designed to satisfy the needs of the traditional extended family which consists 

of many nuclear families.

•Two main elements forming the stmcture are the rooms(odda) and the hall(sofa).

•The patio is the place where women's activities mainly occur 

as well as providing privacy for women.

2. Space organisation

•The sofa is interior central hall connecting every room.

•summer room is facing towards the garden.

3. Privacy of women

•The spaces used by men and women are separated.

•With a view to the protection (and hence segregation) of women, ground floors were 

kept closed, internally unexposed and almost inaccessible to the outside. 

•Upper stories have windows and balconies which were surrounded with wooden grills 
29. Hacihasanoglu, 1995.
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Family structure

space organisation

Privacy of women

Multifunctional 

space usage

Indigenous 

materials

•Traditional extended family (sofa, 

patio, chief room)

•Patio is important for women

•Ground floor closed to streets

•Spaces separated(dual corridor)

•Separate entrances

•Sofa links every room

•room orientation

•All the necessities of nucleus 

families gathered in a room except wc.

•Wood preferred

table 1: Design concept of vernacular Turkish houses. Source: Hasanoglu, I. & HacUiasanoglu, O., The Geometrical Analyses of the Turkish 

House, Open House Intemational, April 1995, v. 7, no. 1, 24.
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designed to limit views of the interior from the outside.

•The house incorporated dual plans with separate rooms for men and women, often 

achieved through the use of a dual corridor system design.

•Guest rooms are usually located near the entrance and placed in such a way as not to 

disrupt daily activities.

•occasionally houses with separate entrances for women also occur.

4. Multifunctional space usage

•While most European housing emphasizes specific functions for each room. Islamic design 

emphases multi-functional activities within rooms. Generally each room in a Muslim house 

is arranged in such a way to accommodate all daily functions such as sleeping, eating and 

working within the room.

•Each room in the house is designed for multifiinctional purposes (sleepmg, eating, 

resting, etc.,).

4. Indigenous materials

•The wood is the basic building material.
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There are some key points mentioned which are important for 

M4 design,

•The 'sofa' room is more than a living room in a house. 

It is an important place where people(or 'male' members in 

the family) get together. But actually the sofa is not easy 

accessible fore female family members, especially not when 

there are male guests in the sofa room. For the femal family 

members, the patio is more like their 'sofa'. They have spent 

their daily life and social meeting mainly in the patio.

•The 'sofa' room is also the linking space connecting every 

room. And this also reveals the multifunctional feature of the 

sofa.

•Women's pravicy is emphasized many times in the desin 

principles. The walls of groundfloors are always kept closed. 

The windows of firstfloor are in wooden grill in order to 

prevent the views from street. It means that the women's daily 

activities usually happens(are allowed) when their privacy is 

guaranteed. And this is essential for a  buildings for women 

living here.

fig. 30; Sofa in Turkish house.

fig. 31; Turkish patio.
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fig. 32; Model Turkish House, section.

Source: Eldem (1954)

fig. 33; Istanbul University faculty of science and 

literature, Eldem.

fig. 34; Zeyrek Social security complex, Eldem.

The two masterpieces of Eldem are the example of how he got sources from turkish houses 

for modern turkish architecture. The example above is the Istanbul University Faculty of 

Science and Literature, and designed by Eldem with E. Onat, in 1942-43. Below it is Zeyrek 

Social Security Complex designed by Eldem, with which he won the Aga Khan Award for 

Architecture in 1986. These two cases are all located in Istanbul Fatih District.
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Although these two cases are all public buildings compared to the living function of 

Turkish houses, there are some definite principles that can be applied in all kinds of 

buildings to represent the turkish identity or to be identified by local people. The 

architect want the contemporary building to share the same language with the surround 

vernacular context.

The buildings follow the grills of structure. It origins from the construction measures of 

turkish buildings. The horizontal lines are emphasized to make people easily distinguish 

the levels of the buildings. The windows are also follow the grills. Groundfloor is 

relatively solid and more closed with smaller windows. Vertical elements are applied in 

Social Security Complex firstfloor. But here is not to protect the privacy but for sunlight 

shading.

fig. 35; The vertical elements for 

shading.

fig. 36; The urban elevation of Social Security Complex facing south.
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fig. 37; The present World Heritage boundaries, 

1998. 9. in collaboration with the UNESCO World 

Heritage Centre.
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The picture shows that there are four core areas (numbered and indicated in buff) in the 

old city (the portion indicated in red Fatih Municipality). (1) the Archaeological Park of 

Sultanahmet, (2) Süleymaniye, (3) Zeyrek and (4)the Land Walls of Theodosius. 

The Süleymaniye and Zeyrek areas are famous for the traditional timber houses and a lot 

of restoration and renovation projects are taking place. However, there is still a problem. 

At the border area of (2)(3), especialy for the Cibali District where is mainly residential 

area, some turkish timber houses are abandoned or demolished because of the effect of 

gentrification since after the Atatürk(Unkapani) bridge was completed in 1830s. Many 

people moved out of this area since then and now a very conservative Islamic communities 

settled there. The situation of (2) is even worse. A lot of houses are being demolished or 

left ruin. Some asylumseekers without jobs are living here. Compared to the more chaotic 

and dangerous area (2), the environment in (3) is more peaceful and queit. Although there 

are also some buildings abandoned, it is very secure and people here are relatively richer 

than people in (2) area.

Cibali / Fatih Municipality

fig. 38; Ruin in area (2) (above) and in 

Cibali District(below).
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fig. 39; The house on the right 

survived till late 2005, when it 

was destroyed by fire due to lack 

of preservation.

fig. 40; Ibadethane Street, Zeyrek. 

The houses on the right have 

been demolished in 2003. The 

two houses on the left are now 

abandaned.
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fig. 41; The poor condition house in Ibadethane Street at 

2003(above) was restored. The oak frame was remained ,and the 

sills and the bottom of the posts are replaced by new materials.

The situation of turkish houses here is terrible. The 

government tried to protect this cultural heritage by 

reconstructed the houses in concrete with applied timber 

facade from 1997. And this is just a relatively compromised 

practice. However, this area is far from the tourism area 

where the turkish houses have the priority of being 

restoration and renovation. The pictures on the left are the 

examples of the disappearance of the cultural heritage for 

the lack of preservation and people moving out. And people 

moving out is the main reason why the houses are abandoned 

here as we have talked. Poor condition and misuse of this kind 

of house also make the situation even worse that nobody want 

to reuse it. Therefore, the turkish timber houses here are in a 

very peculiar predicament. Most of the timber houses are found 

to be abandoned for being long neglected and in disrepair and 

also because the timber is no longer the most available and 

duarable material compared to concrete.
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The Cibali District is also under this kind of situation. Since after the Atatürk(Unkapani) 

bridge was completed, a large population move out from here to the more modern and 

well planned new residential area. The area in red shows where old Cibali residential 

neighborhood is located and it is under the decay of the modern residential area on the 

left of the blue line. The population loss caused many problems: neighborhood security 

problems accurred; less new public buildings(leisure facilities) were constructed here and 

it leads to people's lack of leisure activities. Furthermore, the old texture of residential 

area is not approporate for contemporary transport. So the accessibility is also a huge 

problem.

Therefore in the design,  the site was chosen in such a location in awkward position. The 

tradition of Cibali District (both spiritually and materially) is gradually decaying by modernity 

especially at the boundary. Therefore for the desgin, representation of identity in architecture 

lies in two aspects: one is to preserve the existing timber houses which are abandoned; the other 

thing is to make some contributions for people living there.
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fig .  42 ;  The decay of  the old 

residential area.
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Modern concrete houses Turkish timber houses

Reconstructed housesfig. 43; The vernacular architecture 

in Cibali District.
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Vernacular architecture in Cibali

The vernacular architecture there is mainly built and decorated by people living there 

themselves. Therefore the forms and appearances differ a lot. But there are mainly three 

types of buildings.

•Turkish timber houses

•Reconstructed houses (usually in concrete, with applied timber façades)

•Modern concrete houses/appartment

The Reconstructed timber houses also have two types: one is reconstructed from the 

timber houses by renovation; the other type is new built house but imitate the form of the 

timber houses.
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And based on the research on the basic principles of general Turkish timber houses, it 

is easy to study the vernacular architecture in a perticular place. There are a lot of 

Turkish timber houses in Cibali and compared to the houses in other area, houses here 

have similarities and their own features. The measure of typology matrix referred to 

the way Guliz Ozorhon and Ilker Fatih Ozorhon studying the dwellings of Mardin and 

Cumalikizik of Turkey
30
.

Although the forms and appearances vary a lot, there are still some similarities/

principles that can be observed and summerized. The table on the right shows the features 

of vernacular architecture in Cibali District.

30. Ozorhon, G. & Ozorhon, I. F., 2014.
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4. Bridge links two buildings.

2. Streets were formed narrow. 3. Public areas that are preserved 

from the sun. Facing towards north.

1. Settelment in harmony with the 

topography(inclination).

8. Sofa 9. Outbuildings on the upper floors

10. Material usage: wood, concrete

5. Terrace. 6. Almost all houses have a inner 

courtyard.

7. Semi-opened areas connected.

table 2: A brief of the vernacular settlement in Cibali.
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fig. 44; The residential buildings in 

Cibali.
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Dwellings here are all following the fluctuant landscape. Therefore, the height 

difference is obvious. The streets here are very narrow and still are using for car 

parking, which made the space between the buildings even more narrow. Therefore the 

buildings here cannot be too tall. The terrace is everywhere for it has a better view 

and conformed to the Turkish life style but it mainly in the balcony instead of in the 

roof. The roof normally are pitched roof. Buildings here are colorful in the wall and 

the roofs are usually in warm colors(red, orange, etc.).The main entrance of the building 

is facing the street and the windows in the front facade are always in protective 

screening for security reason. The backside of the building is usually with a patio/

courtyard. Different materials are usually used to distinguish ground floor and upper 

floors and sometimes there are outbuildings on the upper floors, 
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Site analysis: Identity

fig .  45 ;  The development of 

Istanbul, source: Mapping Istanbul.

Byzantine Period

Ottoman Period (15th-18th centuries)

Ottoman Period (19th century)

1920-1950

1950-1970

1970-1994

1994-2009
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fig. 46; The day and night in Cibali.
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Then the study zoomed in from the whole Fatih area to the Cibali Mahallesi(District). 

People living here are mainly middle or lower classes, who mainly engaged in small 

shop and factories. Small shopkeepers, workers and internal migration formed the Cibali 

neighborhood. It has a traditional and conservative social structure. Cibali District used 

to be the commercial centre because of the shipyard at the Golden Horn seashore. But the 

shipyard often stored flammable meterials thus frequently caused fires. And the wind from 

the northeast post a serious threat to the wooden buildings in the interior of the district 

or even the other part of the city. Therefore, the shipyard was closed down during 1985 

to 1989. Now it was replaced by children's playground and parking lot. In a long time from 

1884, Cibali District is famous for its tobacco making. The factory ended its work till 1995 

and then renovated to the campus of Kadir University.

The site analysis of Cibali District will focus on several aspects: physical geography, 

topography, the coastal line, green space, public functions in the surrounding, accessibility, 

monuments, faith of the people and the situation of the typical turkish wooden house here.

General introduction
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Asian side

European  side

Cibali

Old city

Atatürk Blv.
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Physical geography

Cibali area is located on the European side to the northwest of Fatih Municipality and at 

the east of Golden Horn Bay, with Kasimpasa district located on its opposite side. Next to 

Cibali is the Ataturk Bridge(Unkapani Bridge) linking to the north European side. It is out 

of the boundary of the old city so there are few tourists visiting there. There is a part of 

the old city wall(water pipe) along the Atatürk Boulevard.

fig. 47; The old water pipe along the Atatürk Blv.
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fig. 48; Elevation of Istanbul,Turkey Elevation Map.
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Cibali topography

The area has a steep topography ranges 

from 40 meters above the sea level in the 

south down to the sea level in the north. 

The already existing residential blocks 

follow the rise and fall of the clastic 

sedimentary rock typical of this area of 

part of the city. 

Haliç

Mountain

fig. 49; Cibali District, the view from the golden horn.

fig. 50; Topographic Elevation.
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Section A

Section B

Section C

Section D
fig. 51; Topographic Section of Cibali.
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Because of the slope towards the Golden 

Horn, the site in Cibali District has a 

good view towards the opposite continent 

compared to other directions. There 

is a visual contact between these two 

continents.

But from the other directions the site 

is crowed by compact dwellings. The 

residential buildings block the view 

towards the other directions and the eyes 

in buildings at higher places have the 

possibility to see into the building(privacy). 

To the old city, there is barely no visual 

connection because of the block of the 

Third Hill of Istanbul.

B

A
C

D

Selected Site
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1.

2.
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Coastal line

The coaastal line along the Abdülezelpasa Cd. is now govened 

as a circulatory path for pedestrian. Perpendicular cross is 

only permitted in some planned crossings.

1. 2.
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2.

1.
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Green space

The green space along the coastal line is planned as the continuous city garden. 

It is a green belt to seperate the city from the water. But there are not many 

people walking here compared to the part inside the old city. Only sometimes 

some locals, dogwalkers and joggers pass by. It seems that it is not a very 

popular places for both citizens and locals.

The scattered green spaces inside the residential area are in very small scale 

and usually together with picnic tables or gymnastical equipments. It mainly 

serves the local people or children. But the insufficient number of green space 

seems not enough for the large population in this residential area. And few 

of  the small gardens are under well management and repair. Some gardens are 

even taken over for storing sundries by the locals.

The traditional houses here usually have back yard garden. But the 

contemporary appartments do not have ones.

1.

2.
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Educational

Mosques

Cultural

Shops

Open trade

Governmental

1.

2.
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Public programme

The public buildings here are mainly of educational use, The most famous one 

is the Kadir Has University campus. The main buildings of the Universitys  in 

Cibali District usually open directly to the main road for better accessibility.  

There are also many primary schools in this area and they are open to the 

secondary road or tertiary road for better access of children living in the 

residential area.

There are few public buildings for tourists. The Rezan Has Museum renovated 

from the old tobacco factory is the only building that is related to culture.  

The shopping mall is located in the opposite of Atatürk Blv, which is out of the 

scope of this District. Thus this area is not a popular places for tourism.

Open trades are regularly seen here. Usually there are some fixed places for 

open trade, but according to the weather or situation of the roads they may 

change.

1.Kadir Has University.

2.Rezan Has Museum
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Public transport

Only private car

Pedestrian
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Accessibility

It is clear that the accessibility of Cibali residential area is unsatisfying. The 

roads inside the area is very narrow and not access for public transport. The 

two main transportation ways for people living here are: by private car or by 

walking. 

The private car ownership grows rapidly in recent years and the car parking is 

disorderly planned here. Cars are parking along the streets due to the lack of 

public parking lot, which made the streets much busier.

This causes another problem: children usually paly on the streets where cars 

passing through sometimes, which is very dangerous. But because the lack of the 

public garden, streets are their only playground.

fig. 52; Children playing on 

the sreet.
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2.

3.
4.

5.

6.

1.

1. Eski imaret Mosque / Pantepoptes Monastery 

Church

It was converted into a mosque from a Greek cross-

plan church in 1080s. Damaged by fire, it went 

through a major restoration in 1970.

2. Cibali Tobacco and Cigarette Factory

Now the building are housing a private university.

3. Ayios Nikolaos Church

The old basilica type church was burned down in 

1837 and replaced by the present building.

4. Gül Mosque / HagiaTheodosia Church

The Greek cross plan church was converted into 

a mosque in 1499. It took its final shape in mid 

16th century after the damage during the 1509 

earthquake.

5.  Ayakapi Hamam

Some interior walls haven been removed, decorative 

elements do not exist.
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Monument

There are some monuments in Cibali District. 

Some of them have already renovated to 

other functions, for example the tobacco and 

cigarette factory. Some was preserved by 

local goveronment. Besides these monuments in 

the official list, there are many fragments of 

historical destroyed buildings still standing 

there. The picture on the left above shows the 

old city gate was there since 1938. The buildings 

next to the gate were demolished after then.

fig. 53; The city gate in 1938(above) and 2015(below).
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Faith

People in this area are relatively conservative muslim that they are more likely to 

keep the tradition. The absolute privacy of women required in Islamic culture influenced 

greatly the formation of Turkish house in Anatollia, and led to the formation of the house 

as isolated and conservative which limited solutions for outside relationships. And this 

‘Feminine modesty’  is quite essential here.

Women here are usually excluded from the social activities. In chess rooms, shops and 

open market, few women can be seen. During the day time, women are binded in home doing 

housework or taking care of children, and not allowed to go outside. Once go outside, they 

have to dress properly(burka) that reveal no extremities to any other male outside their 

family.

Mosques are everywhere here and most churches were converted into mosques.

fig. 54; The chess room and open trade 

in Cibali.
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1: 2000

1.

2.

Plot 1: ~2000 m
2

Plot 2: ~1800 m
2
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Site situation

The site was selected in Cibali area. The 

two plots are located in the north of the 

area, where most buildings in these two 

plots are abandoned. The site covers 3800 

square meters in total, including a part 

of the garden in the middle of plot 2. The 

long axis of these two plots is pointing to 

the opposite continent and also follow the 

slope of the mountain.

The surrounding building are mainly 

residential use with sometimes groundfloor 

as small shops. The new building will 

be very close to the dwellings on the 

opposite side of streets. Therefore, the 

height and the numbers of windows should 

be considered in order to protect the 

privacy of people inside.
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Elevation study

The elevations studied are next to the designed building or 

the existing buildings inside the plot. And two elevations of 

the timber houses inside the site are also presented.

The surrounding buildings are in different forms and colors. 

The height of the buildings varies from 3.6 meter to 14 meter, 

from 1 floor to 4 floors. Concrete, wood and brick are mainly 

the building materials. The most widely used material is the 

concrete which is painted in different colors and lack of other 

ornaments. And groundfloors usually use exposed concrete 

and upper floors are coating in plaster, timber or multiple 

materials. The windows on the facade have various forms and 

sizes.
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Elevation study 1:500

Cibali Cd.

Üsküplü Cd. southwest

Üsküplü Cd. northeast

Ordinary house

Timber house

1.

2.
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Elevation 1

Elevation 2

The Turkish wooden houses are 

constructed according to the 

wooden grills. The timber on the 

facade are horizontally mounted 

and sometimes vertically placed 

for ornaments. For the elevation 

1, the second floor of the right 

building has been a ruin and had 

a quick renovation but still in a 

poor situation. The longitudinal 

walls of the timber houses 

are replaced by brick walls to 

support the disrepair wooden 

structure.
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Ruin and existing building

According to the research, in Cibali, a lot of houses(either in good or in bad conditions) 

are abandoned, especilly in the north part of border area. Then the plot 1 and part of plot 

2, where most buildings were empty or demolished, were selected in order to disrupt the 

least the neighbourhood. 

And the long axis of these two plots pointing to the opposite peninsula(Beyoglu). The 

scenery is very beautiful.

fig. 55; The view through crumbling wall to the opposite continent.
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Checklist of the M4 design:

•The meanings that the buildings carry

1. Programme: library

2. Identity representation

3. Contrast

4. Privacy

•Spatial organization

1. Axes and geometry

2. Sofa and courtyard

3. Semi-open area

•Response to landscape and climate

1. Follow the slope

2. Sight line towards opposite continent

•Structure, shape and volume

1. Volume

2. Outgoing upper floor

•Materials and building techniques

•Ornamentation

Modestly decration



M4 design
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Based on the research in chapter 1, there are some principles can be followed in order to 

design a building which is accepted well by people in a vernacular context (Cibali). 

In Cibali area, there are few leisure facilities(only some salons) but residential. Salon 

has the multifunctions of restaurant, samll theatre, and more importantly, it is the main 

place where people meet together and social activities take place. However, considering 

the religious tradition here, women are forbidden to enter. Women here seldom have 

chance to leave this area. Therefore, a women library was designed to give them an 

opportunity to have social connections with each other.

31. Kuzgun, E. et al, 2010.

32. Bayir, 2009.
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In 2010, Istanbul was awarded the European Capital of Culture and that was a validation 

of the influence and development of the culture of Istanbul. According to the survey 

about the perceptions of local people regarding Istanbul as a European Capital of Culture, 

one of the findings is local people think that the availability of various libraries is an 

important cultural element of Istanbul
31
. Libraries are ‘community centers’ because they 

are centers of education, culture and socialization
32
. Therefore, in order to represent the 

cultural aspect of the location, the Library was selected as the programme.

And considering the situation of Cibali District, the programme would be a library for 

women, which is off limits to male. The women library is a place not only for them reading, 

but more importantly for social communication and knowledge transfer. The building 

does not aim at challenging the religious tradition but showing humble attitude to the 

environment and giving opportunities for women here who either want social connections 

with their friends, or want to broaden the horizon and expande the knowlege. Only female 

are in the building(include stuff, so it also provides job opportunities for local women) and 

the library protect their privacy from outside. 

1. Programme/The meanings that the buildings carry

fig. 56; Women reading.
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Identity

Then the question is: what is the identity of the women in Cibali District?

When describe Muslim women, the words 'conservative' and 'traditional' will come out. 

And it is because their personality and charming faces are all hided behind the blace veil 

and burka. Prabably even she look like conservative with her hair and face covered, but 

actually she has a beautiful hair cut and fine dress and want to share with her friends.

The library aims to give them an opportunity to liberate themselves. And the library is 

also open to public(women tourists) thus they can meet and conmunicate with each other. 

The building is as a setting stage for things could happen. In the design, the contrast 

between heart(inside) and appearance(outside) will be shown: The external facade of the 

building is relatively closed and solid in order to protect the privacy inside; The internal 

facade is open towards a beautiful courtyard which has a very good view towards the 

outside of the District. The contrast is also the identity of the women in Cibali District, 

which is going to be represented in the design.
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The contrast can also be observed in local historical vernacular houses that the exterior is modestly and free of decoration, 

but the interior is colorful and with a lot of patterns. The exterior and interior form two different kinds of atmosphere. 

The basic concept of this design is to show modestly attitude to the environment and reduce the contrast between the 

external facade and the surrounding buildings. The old timber houses are integrated in the external facade. The contrast 

lies on the building inside and outside. The internal facade is transparant and open to garden, which gives people inside the 

feeling of open to the outside world.

fig. 57; The exterior appearance and the interior decoration.
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Contrast

opps! this is
OLD!

Outside: 

modestly; 

free of decoration

Inside: 

colorful; open

Old and New: 

clearly distinct
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The windows facing the streets are very small to prevent views 

from street. The width of the window is 600 mm. When counting the 

thickness of book shelves, the visual range of the eyes from streets 

is quite limited.

600

Exterior wall

The eye from street

Book shelves
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Privacy

Privacy is essential for the women library. According 

to the research, in turkish house, women have seperated 

entrance than men and the entrance is usually invisible 

from street. In this design, the entrances are hidden 

behind the existing wall and not directly facing the 

streets. 

The brick wall at the main entrance is a part of the 

existing one-floor building. The left walls will be 

demolished because of poor condition. 

The stone wall in front of the side entrance used to form 

the couryard of the car wash. The hub of the car wash 

will be demolished and the wall which is in good condition 

will maintain. There will be a small courtyard in between 

the stone wall and the side entrance.

main entrance

side entrance
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30°

30°

SummerWinter

SunlightSunlight

60°

60°

The timber plates in front of the windows 

work as blinds for summer shading. The 

dimention of the timber plate guaranteed 

that the summer sunlight is blocked and 

winter sunlight can pass through the 

window. The distance of the gap between 

two plates is 90 mm and make sure the good 

visibility of people inside the building. 

And there will be striated shadow casting 

on the floor.

Furthermore, considerting the big size of 

the windows on first floor, it can prevent 

the views from streets. This kind of blinds 

can be observed in the local vernacular 

buildings. 
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Main 
Entrance

2. Spatial organization

The local building plans usually in irregular geometry because 

of the irregular shape of plot. In the site seleted, it became a 

problem that the shape is too irregular and there is no order 

for the different angles. This kind of texture is common in 

Cibali residential area and it caused by the self-organizing of 

the houses by local people. On the other hand, following the 

irregular angles seems to be more compatible in this context. 

Therefore the design follows the angles in order to be more 

harmonious with the surroundings. The disorder caused by the 

irregular angles will be solved by generating of axes. Two long 

axies were generated along each plot. The two axies  are also 

reflected in the design of interior space. The point where two 

axes cross then is the main point of the building. So here is the 

main entrance of the library, and also it is where two volumes 

linked. 
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1.Follow the angles, the volume was 

formed

2. Cut the big volume according to the 

city  fabric

3. Form the courtyard along the axis 4. Existing buildings intersect with new 

structure
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The volume is formed by the irregular angles of the plots. But 

it will lead to the irregular shape of the building. Therefore 

two axes are generated. The axies dominate the space order.

However, the long direction of the plots is too long, which 

will disturb the city fabric. Therefore the large volume was 

cut as the extension of the streets. The new path connects two 

streets and make better accesibility for people living here.

Along the axes are the most important space in the building 

—— the courtyard/sofa. The couryard is also better for the 

daylighting of the building.s

The existing buildings in the plot are preserved and inserted 

into the new building. And they can still be visually 

distinguished for the different use of materials,

1

2
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Axis links the courtyard/sofa.
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Sofa

The sofa, in traditional Turkish timber house, is an area 

providing access between the various rooms and also provides 

location for social interaction. But actually the main users 

of sofa are the men. Women are not allowed to be at sofa 

when any other female than family members are present. On 

the other hand, courtyard is the place where women take 

activities.

In the new women library, courtyard works as sofa to provide 

access to other rooms and moreover as social interaction 

place. It also implies the meaning of observing the outside 

world with the protect of the building itself. The courtyard 

instead of interior room will give people the feeling of more 

open and free.
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Effect of the sofa
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Besides the courtyard, in the main volume where two long 

axies cross, there is a negative space inside. It is also a 

courtyard with an open on the roof top. Small trees are 

planted here. Light comes from the windows in the roof and 

from the whole in the middle. Thus sometimes light beam is 

visible and projects an atmosphere of calm and mysterious.

The courtyard works as a sofa. It is a gathering place and 

links the entrance, reading area, and the other sections. Steel 

sturcture support the glass box and is connected to the roof 

structure. 

The main sofa.
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here will come the rendering of the hallway porch
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Semi-open area: Porch

On the first floor, the circulation space include the bridge(linking two sections of the 

library) and the hallway. The hallway porch is semi-open area facing towards north for 

better ventilation and preventing direct sunlight. And the first floor is also the main 

space for circulation.
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The space of courtyard surrounded by colonnade is actually a typical Islamic space 

especially in mosques. Normally in front of the mosque, there is a big courtyard with 

colonnade. The scale is usually very big in order to represent the sacred and solemn 

atmosphere. 

In the women library, the inner courtyard is also surrounded by a hallway but in a 

smaller scale. The hallway is on the first floor and the elevation difference is made for 

superlative view towards outside of the building. In the hallway against the wall there 

will be a row of book shelves thus people can easily get books and read in terrace and 

courtyard. The height difference between the hallway and terrace is 450 mm, and it is for 

people easily sitting. 

Courtyard and hallway
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The corner was drew back to form an 

extra garden for children playing

Building steped back and was alined 

with existing building.
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Streets in Cibali are very narrow. And as what is discussed 

in  previous chapter, the green space is very limited in 

Cibali District. Therefore some corners of the building 

were drew back in order to form small places for children 

playing instead of staying at the dangerous streets with 

cars. 

Actually some green space in Cibali is lack of management 

and  preserving and is not access to people like what is 

ahown on the left. In the new design, the building forms 

a new garden and it is linked to the hidden garden as a 

transition for public.

New courtyard linked to the garden 

in the centre of the plot and entrance 

open to the garden in stead of street.

3. Response to landscape and climate
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Elevation A 1:400

Elevation B 1:400
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Sight line towards opposite continent

Level=0mm

Level=11000mm+p

Level=12000mm+p

Opposite continent

Ground floor

The building follows the mountain slope The elevation difference of section 1 and 2 is 

seperately 3 meters and 3.2 meters. It helps broaden the view sight inside the building 

especially when people standing at the terrace.

The height of the building is controlled by the study of the surrounding buildings to 

make sure people living in top floor cannot see in side the building. And at the same time 

women standing at the terrace can easily have a good view towards the outside.
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not very big, humble 
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4. Structure, shape and volume

T h e  b u i l d i n g  i s 

concrete structure 

w i t h  a  s t e e l 

structure support the 

glassy box inside the 

building. 

T h e  v o l u m e  a n d 

height of the building 

i s  s imi lar  to  the 

surrounding houses, 

which shows a humble 

a t t i t u t e  t o  t h e 

environment. 
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5. Materials and building techniques

The main materials are exposed concrete for the 

groundfloor and wood for the first floor, which is a 

common coordination in this area. And the existing 

segment walls will be reused either as external fence or 

internal wall. The material is mainly brick.

The graphic on the left shows how the building deal with 

the existing buildings including the Turkish timber houses. 

And the one on the right is what interiors look like.
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Some Turkish patterns are engraved on the walls or posts. The  

arch follows the Islamic form.

The interior space also follows the same concept of open to 

the nature. For example, the meditation room is for both self 

study and pray.  The light comes from three directions and 

the shadow will change dramatically during the day. The 

atmosphere is calm and peaceful.

Compared to the very quiet meditation room, outside the 

room is the hallway porch and it is a semi open space in case 

of rain. The bottom of the posts works as railing or seat to 

facilitate the readers or people talking.

6. Ornamentation
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①②④③⑤⑥⑦⑧⑨⑩

①

②

④

⑤

③

1. Main entrance

2. Side entrance

3. Restaurant entrance

4. Exhibition entrance

5. Passage

1:800
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The building is located in two plots. The north one ocupies the whole plot and the south 

one ocupies half the plot. 

The north section is only open for women. Man is not allowed to enter thus to guarantee 

the absolute privacy of women. However, The south section is semi open for public (the 

restaurant and exihibition hall). There is a courtyard between the private section and 

semi-open section as a transition. Women who deny to meet female can stay at the private 

section and who think it is considered acceptable can enter the semi-open section. The 

order of the building from north to south is a progressive transition from conservative to  

open. 

The courtyard in the south plot is connected to the garden in the middle of the plot. The 

existing garden will also be trimmed and planned in order to attract more people coming 

here and visiting the restaurant and exhibition.

7. Master plan
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Multimedia

Auditorium

Reading room

Reading room

Ground floor 1:500
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study room

Inner courtyard

Entrance courtyard

Office/Storage

Restaurant

Hallway

First floor 1:500
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Exihibition for women

Exihibition for public

Restaurant

Ground floor 1:500
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Children's corner

First floor 1:500
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Section A-A 1:400 A-A

B-B

C-C

Section B-B 1:400

Section C-C 1:400
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